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The Saneo has been desi-
gned and engineered by
Dometic’s design team in
Siegen, Germany and has

been introduced glo-
bally to Dometic’s
customers in EMEA,
Americas and Asia
Pacific. It is available as
part of the original RV
interior and in the
aftermarket through
Dometic’s global dea-
ler and distribution
network.

RV toilet for ultimate demands
A well designed sanitation area contribu-
tes a great deal to the holiday feeling on
board a caravan or motorhome.
Everything should be as comfortable as
possible. With this in mind, Dometic pre-
sented a new toilet generation that leaves
nothing to be desired. Some of the nume-
rous details of the new Dometic Saneo
Comfort are even patented or patent
pending. The ultra-compact and
lightweight toilet comes with a lot of
impressive features and functions. The
Dometic Saneo offers a new and highly
effective impulse flushing system with
automatic stop function (AFC –
AdaptiveFlushingControl), an Inses

touch panel using similar controls
like a smart phone, an anti-splash-
back protection device, a self-clo-
sing lid and toilet seat
(AutoClosing system), a
DualClose valve for maximum
safety when the cassette tank
has been removed.The toilet is
prepared for installation of the
well known SOG exhaust system.
Ideal for use in motorhomes and
caravans is the hygienic, easy to

clean ceramic inlay. The practi-
cal tank cap holder comes in
very handy when the tank is
discharged. Dometic Saneo
Comfort is available in two
model versions – with or
without a seven-litre flush
water tank. Despite the
toilet’s extremely com-
pact outside dimen-
sions, its waste water
tank holds 16 litres.
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With Saneo the comfort 
rises to a higher level
The Saneo is an ultra-compact and lightweight toilet that can be turned 90 degrees in either direc-
tion, providing optimal and ergonomic seating. It offers a new and highly effective impulse flushing
system with automatic stop function, an anti-splash-back protection device and a self-closing lid and
toilet seat. Customers can also choose a high quality ceramic inlay and a touch panel using similar
controls as a smart phone. It is the first RV toilet developed in modern residential design, supporting
the industry trend of increased demand for improved level of mobile comfort.
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